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Local Certified Dog Trainer Accepting New Clients
Terri Palumbo’s business of dog training keeps dogs and families together and happy.
Sinopa (Pronunciation: sin-o-pa) Origin: Black Foot, Native American. Definition: Fox.
“Those with the name Sinopa have a desire to understand and analyze the world
they live in as well as learn the deeper truths about said world”. That sums up Sinopa
perfectly. Terri Palumbo possesses the unique combination of certifications and naturally
given gifts to achieve success with dogs and their families. She is able to share with
dog owners what dogs are thinking, saying and feeling, based on actions, reactions
and behavior. This deep understanding & respect for the natural mentality of the canine
is the key to working on successful training between dogs and owners for a lifetime of
companionship.
In June 2013, Terri was awarded the title of Certified Pet Dog Trainer- Knowledge
Assessed (CPDT-KA.) This nationally recognized achievement was earned and
certified through the Council for Certified Pet and Dog Trainers (CCPDT). The CCPDT
“offers the only international, standardized certification for animal training and behavior
professionals that is both psychometrically sound and independent of any course of
study”.
With this advanced level of accreditation, you know working with Terri will bring you an
experience with a trainer who is continuously challenged and held to a higher level of
excellence. Dog owners can rest easy knowing that the roots of the CPDT-KA training
are solely based in positive reinforcement and assures that no forceful training methods
will ever be employed.
Terri is proud to share her professional knowledge with the residents of Carbon County,
PA. Behavioral changes usually require four to six (1) hour sessions. Ms. Palumbo
also offers an intensive day training, during which she spends 4-5 hours instructing pet
owners on interventions that they can implement independently.
“My love for animals was the driving force behind my extensive canine training,” Terri
recently shared. “I am acutely aware of the reality of how often pets arrive in shelters
because of their negative behaviors and it’s the second most common reason animals
are euthanized. If I can prevent this from happening, then I have done my job well.”
Ms. Palumbo works with all breeds and personality types, including reactive- aggressive
animals. To that end, local rescue organizations also solicit her training expertise for the
dogs in their care to become successful candidates for adoption, offering them a second
chance for a happy life.
For dog owners’ convenience, Terri also provides other services including in-home pet
sitting, pet taxi, and canine massage.

